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Abstract This study investigates the transport of mineral dust from its source regions in West Africa
toward the developing tropical cyclone Helene (2006) and diagnoses the resulting properties of the
air inﬂuencing the tropical cyclonegenesis. The model system COSMO-ART (Consortium for Small-Scale
Modelling-Aerosols and Reactive Trace gases) in which the emission and transport of mineral dust as well
as the radiation feedback are taken into account, was used. The emission of mineral dust between 9 and
14 September 2006 occurred in association with the relatively strong monsoon ﬂow and northeasterly
trade winds, with gust fronts of convective systems over land, and with the Atlantic inﬂow. Additionally,
increased surface wind speed was linked to orographical eﬀects at the Algerian Mountains, Atlas Mountains,
and the Hoggar. The dust, as part of the Saharan air layer, is transported at low levels by the monsoon ﬂow,
the Harmattan, the northeasterly trade winds, and the monsoon trough, and is transported upward in the
convergence zone between Harmattan and monsoon ﬂow, in the baroclinic zone along the West African
coastline, and by convection. At around 700 hPa the dust is transported by the African easterly jet. Dry and
dust-free air is found to the north-northwest of the developing tropical depression due to descent in an
anticyclone. Based on the model data, it was possible to distinguish between dry (from the anticyclone), dry
and dusty (from the Harmattan and northeasterly trade winds), and dusty and moist air (from the monsoon
ﬂow and in the tropical depression due to convection).
1. Introduction
The region south of the Cape Verde islands in the eastern Atlantic is a key location for tropical cyclogenesis.
Tropical cyclones forming in this region are subject to a variety of environmental inﬂuences emanating from
the West African Monsoon system, the Saharan planetary boundary layer, and subtropical circulation fea-
tures. These environmental inﬂuences determine the properties of the air in and around a developing tropical
cyclone and, in particular, itsmoisture andmineral dust content. It is not yet fully understood how these prop-
erties inﬂuences the genesis and intensity of tropical cyclones. Assessing the role of mineral dust in tropical
cyclogenesis and storm intensity is thus a crucial step to improve our forecast ability. In order to be able to
investigate the impact ofmineral dust on tropical cyclones it is essential to diagnosewhere the air in the storm
and in the vicinity of the storm is coming from and how it is characterized.
Dunion and Velden [2004] were among the ﬁrst to suggest a relation between tropical cyclone intensity
change and the Saharan air layer (SAL). The SAL consists of the elevated Saharan planetary boundary layer
which occurs at the height of the African easterly jet (AEJ) with the monsoon ﬂow underneath it and the
free atmosphere aloft, and the well-mixed layer above the Saharan desert reaching from the surface up to
about 500 hPa. It is characterized by a signiﬁcant amount of mineral dust aerosols, relatively dry and warm
air, and a weakly stable stratiﬁcation [Prospero and Carlson, 1972; Carlson and Prospero, 1972; Diaz et al., 1976;
Karyampudi and Carlson, 1988; Parker et al., 2005a]. The SAL can be transported across the Atlantic and into
the Caribbean conserving its thermodynamic structure [Carlson and Prospero, 1972]. The temperature inver-
sion typically found at the SAL’s basemay contribute to the longevity of this dry air [Dunion andVelden, 2004].
Maximum dust concentrations occur near the AEJ axis at about 650 hPa with downward extension of heavy
dust into the marine boundary layer and a relatively dust-free trade wind inversion layer to the north of the
dust layer over the eastern Atlantic region [Karyampudi et al., 1999]. The dry air over the eastern Atlantic below
about 600 hPa is mainly due to the SAL. Between about 600 and 400 hPa, the deep dry convective mixing
over the Sahara leads to a moistening and a slight cooling eﬀect relative to the very dry ambient air at the
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middle and upper levels in the region. The dry air over the eastern and subtropical Atlantic is partly a result of
large-scale descent on the eastern side of the Azores high-pressure system [Braun, 2010].
Dunion and Velden [2004] propose the following three mechanisms by which the SAL can inhibit the forma-
tion or reduce the intensity of tropical cyclones in the North Atlantic. (i) Convectively driven downdrafts are
enhanced by dry air at middle levels, which leads to stronger evaporation and thus a cooling of the plane-
tary boundary layer and hence to a weakening of the tropical cyclone. (ii) The AEJ, which can be found at the
southern boundary of the SAL, increases the local vertical wind shear. This shear can decouple the storm’s
low-level circulation from its supporting middle and upper level deep convection. (iii) The radiative eﬀects
of mineral dust in the SAL may enhance the preexisting trade wind inversion and act to stabilize the envi-
ronment and hence suppress deep convection [see, e.g., Carlson and Benjamin, 1980;Wong andDessler, 2005;
Jones et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2009].
In contrast, AEWgrowth and thus thepotential for tropical cyclogenesis canbe related to the SAL [Karyampudi
and Carlson, 1988; Karyampudi et al., 1999; Karyampudi and Pierce, 2002]. The SAL is important for the growth
and maintenance of some AEWs due to a stronger meridional circulation and greater latent heat release in
cumulus convection due to stronger baroclinity along the lateral boundary of the SAL. Additionally, the SAL
increases the strength of the AEJwhich leads toweak or negative potential vorticity north of the AEJ and pos-
itive potential vorticity south of it. The enhanced horizontal potential vorticity gradient ampliﬁes the growth
of the wave due to barotropic instability.
Dust emission over West Africa can occur in association with a variety of diﬀerent weather systems. One
mechanism for dust emission over North Africa is the penetration of upper level troughs to low latitudes
[Knippertz and Fink, 2006]. Dust emission is also linked to increased surface wind speed caused by, e.g., den-
sity currents associated with strong evaporational cooling along precipitating cloud bands over the northern
Sahara [Knippertz andFink, 2006] and along the Saharan side of the AtlasMountain chain in southernMorocco
[Knippertz et al., 2007]. The density currents due tomesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are very eﬀective for
the emission of dust and its injection to altitudes favorable for long-range transport. This process is of particu-
lar importance at the beginning of the monsoon season, before the growing vegetation rapidly inhibits local
dust emission [Flamant et al., 2007], and when greater energy is available to the downdrafts from the convec-
tive systems [Marsham et al., 2008]. Additionally, dust uplift is associated with density currents at the leading
edge of the Atlantic inﬂow [Grams et al., 2010].
A strong density gradient occurs across the monsoon-Harmattan interface, due to the temperature and
humidity diﬀerences between the monsoon and Harmattan ﬂow. Large dust uplifts are caused by strong
low-level jets north of the Intertropical Discontinuity (ITD), in themorning hours just after sunrise [Bou Karam
et al., 2008]. South of the ITD, the emission of mineral dust occurs during the night and in the early morning
hours before sunrise. The circulation in the head of themonsoon density current lifts themobilized dust rear-
ward along an isentropic surface. The stable stratiﬁcation north of the ITD prevents the dust from reaching
altitudes at which it could be transported over long distances by the Harmattan. Later in the day turbulent
mixing throughout the planetary boundary layer takes place, and the dust is transported southward by the
Harmattan [Bou Karam et al., 2008]. The ITD acts to raise the mineral dust layer over the southwesterly mon-
soon ﬂow into the AEJ core [Flamant et al., 2009], and the AEJ transports the dust across West Africa and
the Atlantic.
To understand the eﬀect of mineral dust on tropical cyclogenesis and the intensity changes of tropical
cyclones, it is crucial to know where the dust occurs relative to the storm and how it got there. Therefore,
this study investigates the pathways and characteristics of air in the vicinity and in the center of the devel-
oping tropical cyclone that later became Hurricane Helene between 9 and 14 September 2006. During the
study period Helene intensiﬁed from a 13 m s−1 (25 kn) tropical depression to a 60 m s−1 (117 kn) cate-
gory 3 hurricane, and large amounts of mineral dust were being emitted and transported across West Africa
and the Atlantic. This time was also coincident with the special observation period of the African Monsoon
Multidisciplinary Analyses (AMMA) project [Redelsperger et al., 2006].
The aim of the present study is to showwhere the dust laden and the dry air are located relative to the devel-
oping tropical depression that became Hurricane Helene. The new aspect of this study is to show how the
mineral dust is transported from its source regions toward the storm and that dust can occur in both dry and
moist conditions. Based on model simulations trajectories are calculated to determine where the air in the
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center and in the vicinity of Helene originates. Additionally, the model data allows the diﬀerences between
dry air, dry, and dusty air, as well as dusty andmoist air to be distinguished. Hence, in this study we are going
to address the following question: How is the mineral dust transported from its source regions to the devel-
oping tropical storm and what are the implications of this transport for the properties of the air inﬂuencing
the tropical cyclogenesis?
2. Model Setup and Observations
2.1. Numerical Model
Thedust events between 9 and 14 September 2006 and the associatedweather systems overWest Africawere
simulated using the Consortium for Small-Scale Modelling (COSMO) model (http://www.cosmo-model.org/)
with the Aerosols and Reactive Trace gases (ART) module. COSMO is a nonhydrostatic limited area numer-
ical model, based on the primitive equations that describe the compressible ﬂow in a moist atmosphere
[DomsandSchättler, 2002]. A generalized terrain-following height coordinatewith rotated geographical coor-
dinates and a grid stretching in the vertical are used for the coordinate system. The subgrid-scale moist
convection is parametrized using the Tiedtkemass ﬂux scheme [Tiedtke, 1989] with equilibrium closure based
onmoisture convergence. The subgrid-scale turbulence scheme is the 2.5 Mellor-Yamada closure [Mellor and
Yamada, 1974]. Precipitation formation is treatedby a Kessler-typebulkmicrophysics parametrization [Kessler,
1969] including water vapor, cloud water, cloud ice, snow, and rain with column equilibrium for the precip-
itating phase. The subgrid-scale clouds are parametrized by an empirical function of relative humidity and
height. A 𝛿-two-stream radiation scheme [Ritter and Geleyn, 1992] is used for the short- and long-wave ﬂuxes
and the full-cloud radiation feedback. The surface layer is parametrized by a stability-dependent drag law
formulation of momentum, heat, and moisture ﬂuxes according to similarity theory. A two-layer soil model
[Jacobsen and Heise, 1982] employs the extended force-restore method.
Themodule ART describes the emission, transport, and deposition of gases and aerosols as well as their radia-
tive feedback on the state of the atmosphere [Vogel et al., 2009]. In the present study we will consider only
mineral dust and not gases or other aerosols. Moreover, we concentrate on the interaction between dust and
radiation. The mineral dust particles are represented by lognormal distributions. The dust emission scheme
[Vogel et al., 2006] combines the parametrization of the threshold friction velocity [Lu and Shao, 1999] and
the saltation process [Alfaro and Gomes, 2001]. Mineral dust is emitted when the friction velocity exceeds a
threshold friction velocity, which depends on the soil water content and surface roughness. The soil prop-
erties of 13 diﬀerent sand types in Chatenet et al. [1996] are used. Details about the dust emission scheme,
the radiation scheme, and the online calculation of the optical properties within COSMO-ART can be found
in Stanelle et al. [2010]. Identical methods are used to calculate the transport of all scalars, i.e., temperature,
humidity, and concentrations of gases and aerosols [Vogel et al., 2009]. This includes the transport of scalars
by deep convection which is parameterized with the Tiedtke scheme [Tiedtke, 1989]. The sedimentation and
dry deposition of the mineral dust is treated according to Binkowski and Shankar [1995] and Ackermann et al.
[1998]. The wet deposition of mineral dust is not included in the model set up for the present study. It is,
however, a very important process that needs to be addressed in the future.Wet deposition depends strongly
on the size of the dust particles, on the size distribution of falling hydrometeors, and on the intensity of the
precipitation [e.g.,Mahowaldetal., 2014].Wet deposition removes the smallest and largest dust particlesmost
eﬃciently. Far away from the source regions, where the large particles have usually already been deposited
throughdry deposition, the dust size spectrum is narrower andwet depositiondominates over dry deposition
[e.g., Bergametti et al., 1989; Bergametti and Forêt, 2014]. The exclusion of wet depositionmay lead to an over-
estimation ofmineral dust, particularly in the center of the storm and inMCSs. However, the exact eﬀect of the
wet deposition in diﬀerent parts of the MCS and the developing tropical cyclone remains to be investigated.
The operationalmodel setup includes a dust climatologywhere the desert aerosol dominates the continental
aerosol. The desert aerosol optical thickness at 550 nmwavelength reaches values of up to 0.75 over the cen-
tral Sahara and decreases toward high latitudes to values of 0.3 over central Europe [Helmert et al., 2007]. This
is appropriate for mean conditions, but for strong dust events the optical thickness is often underestimated
[Helmert et al., 2007; Stanelle et al., 2010]. Thus, the dust climatology was switched oﬀ, and only the modeled
dust concentrations are taken into account.
The initial and boundary conditions are taken from six-hourly European Centre for Medium Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) operational analysis which do not contain any information about dust concentrations and
have a horizontal resolution of 0.25∘. The COSMO-ART run has a horizontal resolution of 28 km and encloses
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a domain from 0 to 45∘N and −60 to 20∘E. The coordinates are not rotated, and the model run is 144 h in
duration. Themodel setup contains a hybrid system in the vertical which includes 50 levels with the top level
at 20 hPa (about 28 km). The height of the sponge layer was increased from 11 km to 18 km, compared to the
standard setup to allow for deep tropical convection.
This study is based on many COSMO-ART model runs, which compute the emission and transport of mineral
dust aerosols, and the interactionbetweenaerosols and radiation. Anumber of sensitivity studieswere carried
out to ﬁnd the optimal model set up by, for instance, changing the start time, the domain size, the convective
scheme, and conducting runs with no dust in the whole simulation, runs with dust as a tracer, and runs with
the dust-radiation feedback switched on. In the following we will focus on the analysis of the model run with
dust-radiation interaction that was initialized on 9 September 2006 at 12 UTC to diagnose the mineral dust
pathways. The convection is parametrized, and the dust climatology is not applied so that only the modeled
dust concentrations impact the radiation ﬁelds. The emission constant [Vogel et al., 2006, Equation 3.7] is set
to 0.8. The initial dust concentration is zero, which ensures that all the dustwewill see in the following analysis
originates over West Africa. The model initialization with no dust means that it takes some time before dust
is emitted in the model run and that we can only analyze the model run after the dust is emitted and before
the model run deviates too far from reality. The model spin-up time is roughly 6 h. The disadvantage of not
including dust in the initial and boundary conditions is that the aerosol optical thickness in the model will
always be lower than in reality as the dust advected from central, northern, and eastern Africa is not taken
into account. Here we only consider the dust emitted over West Africa, which makes comparisons to satellite
observations somewhat diﬃcult.
Thismodel setup is diﬀerent to other studies, such as Reale et al. [2009] and Sunet al. [2009]where information
on dust, temperature, and humidity is obtained via the assimilation of Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS)
data. In contrast, COSMO-ART simulates the emission and the transport of mineral dust based on the current
mineral dust distribution.
The emission of mineral dust during the model run is suﬃcient for the aim of this study, the procedure is
more robust, and the results can bemore easily interpreted than if themodel is initiated with the limited data
available. Observational data were used, however, to validate this run (see section 4).
2.2. Trajectory Calculations
Forward andbackward trajectories, based onhourlymodel output, are used to diagnose the origin of the dust
and the nature of its spatial evolution. The trajectories also help to illustrate the position of dry air relative to
the tropical cyclone’s center. The trajectories are calculatedusing the trajectorymodel LAGRANTO (Lagrangian
analysis tool) [Wernli and Davies, 1997], with which the evolution of speciﬁc variables along the trajectories
can be diagnosed. The trajectories start from every model grid point within a predeﬁned three-dimensional
domain.
2.3. Observational Data
WestAfrica and theAtlantic are data sparse regions. To validate themodel results, weusedobservationswhich
have diﬀerent and, at times, incomplete spatial and temporal coverage due to the nature of the observations.
We used all data available, which includes radiosondes over West Africa, ﬂight measurements on board the
DC-8 as part of NASA AMMA (NAMMA) campaign [Jenkins et al., 2008], and a number of satellite products to
give us the most complete overview of the region between 9 and 14 September 2006.
The horizontal distribution of dust is described usingMeteosat Second Generation (MSG) Spinning Enhanced
Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI). Satellite images are produced from a combination of three infrared chan-
nels: 8.7, 10.7, and 12.0 μm. On these false color images [Schepanski et al., 2007] the dust appears pink or
magenta. These red-blue-green (RGB) dust images are useful to get an overview of where dust occurred dur-
ing the period of interest and to qualitatively check the horizontal distribution of dust in the model run. They
are, however, not well suited for a quantitative comparison.
Daily aerosol optical thickness (AOT) ﬁelds are obtained from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-
radiometer (MODIS)/Aqua Deep Blue Collection 051 over desertic surfaces (MOD08 product) and from
MODIS/Terra over the ocean.
Information about the vertical distributionof dust overWest Africa and theAtlantic is provided from the atten-
uated backscatter proﬁle, or reﬂectivity proﬁles, at 532 nm retrieved from the spaceborne Cloud-Aerosol Lidar
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with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) on board the CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathﬁnder
Satellite Observation) [Winker and Hunt, 2007] satellite with vertical and horizontal resolutions of 60 m and
12 km, respectively. The lidar-derived atmospheric reﬂectivity at 532 nm is mostly sensitive to aerosols with
radii ranging from 0.1 to 5 μm, i.e., dust aerosols [Flamant et al., 2007]. Between 9 and 14 September 2006
30 CALIPSO overpasses were available, but only a small number of themwent through regions of interest. To
validate the modeled dust concentration, we used three CALIPSO transects that went through the regions of
high dust concentration in themodel: transect 1 on 11 September 2006 from 1455 UTC to 1509 UTC, transect
2 on 12 September 2006 from 0306 UTC to 0320 UTC, and transect 3 on 12 September 2006 from 1359 UTC to
1313 UTC. More comparisons can be found in Schwendike [2010].
The SAL imagery from the Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS) highlights the
presence of dry and/or dusty air between about 600 and 850 hPa [Dunion and Velden, 2004]. Both dry air and
mineral dust lead to a positive “SAL” signal in these images. The total precipitable water (TPW) images were
also provided by CIMSS. In the North Atlantic, 90–95% of the moisture is located below 500 hPa [Dunion,
2011]. Therefore, TPW provides an excellent representation of the low to middle level (about 600–925 hPa)
integrated moisture in the column.
Additionally, we use radiosonde observations from the AMMA ﬁeld campaign. The stations used are Dakar
(17.49∘W, 14.75∘N) in Senegal, Tombouctou (4.1∘W, 21.85∘N) in Mali, and Nouakchott (15.95∘W, 18.10∘N) in
Mauritania.
3. Dust Emission and Transport
In this section we will be looking quantitatively at the origins of dust laden as well as dry air over West Africa
and how this air mass is transported toward the developing tropical cyclone Helene in the period between
9 and 14 September 2006.
3.1. The Main Weather Systems
A schematic shows the main weather systems over West Africa and the eastern Atlantic during the period
of interest (Figure 1). On 9 September, an AEW is located over West Africa at 700 hPa, and embedded in the
trough of this AEW is an MCS (Figures 1a and 1b). Details of this MCS can be found in Schwendike and Jones
[2010]. As the MCS strengthens, it develops a gust front that also emits mineral dust (not shown). During
the next days this AEW and the MCS move across West Africa and the eastern Atlantic. Over the Atlantic the
convective system was classiﬁed a tropical depression on 12 September at 12 UTC. It intensiﬁed further and
developed into Tropical Storm Helene on 14 September at 00 UTC and was upgraded to hurricane intensity
on 16 September at 12 UTC. On 9 September (Figure 1a) at low levels, there was a monsoon trough located
oﬀ the West African coast, and the south-southwesterly monsoon ﬂow reached far across the West African
continent. Strong northeasterly trade winds occurred along the West African coast west and east of the Atlas
Mountains. Over West Africa they are referred to as the Harmattan. A subtropical anticyclone is located at low
andmiddle levels of thenorthwest coast ofWest Africa. Note that thedimensionof the anticyclonic circulation
in the schematic is not intended to reﬂect the true size of the subtropical anticyclones in this region. Mineral
dust is emitted north-northwest of the developing MCS (Figures 1a and 1b) and transported southwestward.
There is also a band of dust along the northwestWest African coast and in the lee of the Atlasmountains both
in the observations and the model results.
At 700 hPa the AEW and the subtropical anticyclone move westward. Their approximate position on 11
September is shown in Figure 1c. At low levels the monsoon circulation is now much broader and overlaps
with the AEW trough. Up to this day large amounts ofmineral dust were transported upward overWest Africa,
as we will show in more detail later, and transported north of the AEW with the AEJ embedded within a
large SAL outbreak that has emerged into the North Atlantic. However, part of themineral dust is transported
upward into the trough of the AEW and remains here as the AEW propagates westward. The northeasterly
trade winds over the eastern Atlantic and over northern West Africa persisted. As the MCS moves westward,
dust is transported across the Atlantic (Figure 1d). On 11 September at 2345 UTC (Figure 1f ) dust is found
north-northwest of the MCS and in a southwest-northeast orientated band north of the developing tropical
storm. New regions with large amounts ofmineral dust are present in the northeast ofWest Africa (Figure 1e).
When the low-level circulation and the circulation at 700 hPa were vertically aligned, the development of
the pre-Helene tropical depression was initiated. The developing tropical storm is indicated by the hurricane
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Figure 1. (a, c, and e) Schematic of the weather systems over West Africa and the eastern Atlantic and their approximate
position during 9–13 September 2006. The red arrows illustrate the ﬂow at 700 hPa, and the blue arrows the ﬂow at
950 hPa. The mineral dust is displayed in a dark shade of grey. (b, d) The SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared
Imager) RGB dust product. Shades of pink illustrate dust in the atmosphere, and convection is displayed in colors of
yellow and red. (f ) The yellow to dark red colors illustrate weak to very dry and dusty air between about 600 and 850 hPa
based on the diﬀerence between the 12.0 and 10.8 𝜇m infrared channels on the Meteosat-8 satellite. Image courtesy of
Jason Dunion ((Hurricane Research Division) HRD/CIMSS).
symbol in Figure 1e. There are distinct amounts ofmineral dust in or near the center of the developing tropical
storm (in the model run, Figure 1e) and northwest and north of it (Figure 1f ). During the whole period there
is a band of mineral dust located across Cap Blanc, which is a peninsula partly belonging to Mauritania and
Western Sahara (see Figure 2 for its location).
Although the dust event between 9 and 14 September 2006 is of moderate intensity compared to other dust
events that occurred in, for instance, March, June, and July of 2006, during which the AOTs reached values in
the order of 3 [e.g., Slingo et al., 2006; Stanelle et al., 2010; Bou Karam et al., 2009a, 2009b; Flamant et al., 2009;
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Figure 2. Political boundaries of the West African countries, the COSMO-ART model orography (meters above mean sea
level) with a horizontal resolution of 28 km and the main source regions of mineral dust (A–F) in the period between
9 and 14 September 2006.
Kocha et al., 2012], the amounts of mineral dust were still relatively high. As we will see later, the AOTs for this
case reached only up to 1.0, but these values are much more common over West Africa. We will also see later
that during the whole tropical cyclogenesis of Hurricane Helene, mineral dust was present northwest and
north of the developing system.
The period between 9 and 14 Septemberwas simulatedwith themodel systemCOSMO-ART. Themain source
regions for the emission of mineral dust in themodel run are shown in Figure 2. In region A, mineral dust was
emitted due to increased northeasterly trade winds or a strong southwesterly monsoon ﬂow. Dust was also
emitted by the gust fronts of the convective systems over land (not shown) and due to orographical eﬀects
at the Atlas Mountains (region D), the branches of the Atlas Mountains in the Western Sahara (region C), and
north andwest of the Hoggar (regions E and F). Additionally, dust was emitted in associationwith the Atlantic
inﬂow [Grams et al., 2010] in region B. These source regions are in accordance with source regions found in
SEVIRI satellite imagery (not shown).
3.2. Dust Emission and Low-Level Transport
The initial emission of mineral dust in the COSMO-ARTmodel run initialized on 9 September at 12 UTC results
from a cyclonic vortex embedded in the ITD and a low-level convergence line in the area between 15–26∘N
and 12–0∘Won 9 September 2009 (region A in Figure 2). This frontal structure develops in a region character-
ized by a sharp temperature and humidity gradient and high values of positive relative vorticity (not shown).
Strong Harmattan winds from the northeast reach down to about 18∘N (Figure 3a) and cause the emission
of signiﬁcant amounts of dust in the Western Sahara (region C in Figure 2). Meanwhile, the moist monsoon
ﬂow reaches far north and turns to the northwest, west of the Greenwich meridian. Dust is emitted due to
increased surface winds. This feature is restricted to the lower levels.
The region with maximum dust concentrations moves west-southwestward (Figure 3b). When the mineral
dust reaches theWest African coast line it is partly transported upward in the baroclinic zone along the coast,
as wewill see later inmore detail. Due to the strong Harmattan and northeasterly trade winds near the north-
west African coast, large amounts of dust are emitted and transported in the Western Sahara (Figure 3c). As
seen in Figure 1, the largest amount ofmineral dust occurs north-northwest of amesoscale convective system
over West Africa. Dust is also emitted by the convective system’s cold pool, as can be seen when looking at all
the SEVIRI RGB imagery for the period analyzed here. This is not represented by the model as the horizontal
resolution of 28 km was too coarse to resolve the convective processes.
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Figure 3. COSMO-ART simulation of mineral dust mass concentration (shaded, μg m−3) and horizontal wind speed (arrows, m s−1) at 950 hPa. The model run
was initialized on 9 September 2006, 12 UTC. Asterisk gives approximate position of tropical depression in model simulation.
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Figure 4. COSMO-ART simulation of mineral dust mass concentration (shaded, μg m−3), horizontal wind speed (arrows,
m s−1), and ascent regions (−1.2 Pa s−1, −0.6 Pa s−1, and −0.2 Pa s−1 contours) at 700 hPa. The AEJ (purple) and AEW
trough (black) axes were computed using the objective technique by Berry et al. [2007]. The model run was initialized on
9 September 2006, 12 UTC.
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As the monsoon circulation, located partly over the eastern Atlantic and partly over West Africa, strength-
ens and moves further west, dust is transported not only westward but also cyclonically in the monsoon
circulation over the ocean (Figure 3d). This way, some mineral dust reaches the West African coastline again
south of Dakar and is transported upward when it reaches the coastal baroclinic zone, as we will be shown in
sections 3.3 and 5. Othermaxima inmineral dustmass concentration are located in the lee of the Atlasmoun-
tains and west and north of the Hoggar. Additionally, a new dust maximum occurs at around 18∘N and 11∘W
due to the strongmonsoon ﬂow in that area. A few hours later, another major dust outbreak occurs in almost
the same location (around 17∘N and 11∘W, not shown; see Figure 4a for mass concentration and regions of
ascent for this event).
The emission of dust and its transport northward intensify in the following hours. This dust event is distinct in
Figure 3e (18–21∘N and 7–15∘W). Part of that dust is transported upward shortly after the emission, part of
themineral dust is transported upward when it reaches the baroclinic zone along theWest African coast, and
a large part of themineral dust is transported north-northwestward by themonsoon ﬂow. High dust concen-
trations can also be see in theWestern Sahara and the lee of the AtlasMountains due to the strongHarmattan.
In the region where the Harmattan and themonsoon ﬂow converge the dust laden air is transported upward
(Figures 3e and 3f). Part of the dust is transported further westward at lower levels and across the Atlantic.
The dust remains in the monsoon ﬂow as this circulation moved westward. Note that mineral dust occurs in
and near the center of the developing tropical depression (Figure 3g).
Highmass concentration can be seen in northern West Africa; part of the dust is transported by the low-level
ﬂow southwestward, parts are transported upward near Cap Blanc, and parts are transported northeastward.
There is a continuousbandof highermass concentration aroundCapBlanc. Shortly before the system reached
tropical storm strength,mineral dust occurrednearly everywhere in the circulation at 950hPa, and thehighest
concentrations were found in and north of the center of the circulation (Figure 3h).
3.3. Vertical Transport
In the afternoon hours on 11 September 2006 a signiﬁcant dust event occurred in Mauritania (around 17∘N
and 11∘W) leading to the high dust concentration in Figure 3e due to the enhanced monsoon ﬂow that
reached far north. In the early evening hours on 11 September mineral dust is transported upward at about
16–18∘N and 12–14∘W (Figure 4a). Relatively weak dust concentration can be seen at 700 hPa in this region.
Higher dust concentrations occur along the West African coastline north of 19∘N due to vertical transport of
dust in thebaroclinic zonehere. A regionwith highdust concentration is locatednorthwest of theAEW trough
and is associated with dust that was advected by the AEJ from a previous dust event (Figure 3b). During the
next four hours more dust is transported upward into the AEW trough (Figure 4b). The dust concentrations
are particularly high west of Cap Blanc as the dust concentration near the surface in this area are high and
thusmore dust can be transported upward in the baroclinic zone along the coast. On 12 September at 00 UTC
(Figure 3e), there is considerable low-level convergence and hence ascent at 950 hPa between about 14 and
20∘N along the West African coast.
During the followinghours, dust is transported upward along the coastal baroclinic zone into theAEW trough,
where mineral dust concentrations in the order of 600–700 μg m−3 can be found (Figure 4c). The high dust
concentrations in the band across Cap Blanc occur in this area because the dust that is advected southwest-
ward by the Harmattan and the dust that is advected northwestward by the monsoon ﬂow are transported
upward at the convergence line between Harmattan and monsoon, the ITD.
As the AEW propagates westward, the dust in the AEW trough is also transported westward. Until the after-
noon of 11 September, dust occurred north and northwest of the AEJ and was transported upward at the ITD
and at the baroclinic zone along the coastline north of the AEW and transported westward by the AEJ. Due
to the dust event in the late afternoon hours on 11 September and the fact that the dust was transported
upwardmainly in the costal baroclinic zone and by convection in the AEW trough, it reached heights of about
700 hPa in the AEW trough. It shows that during the early development stages, mineral dust was present in
the vicinity and in the center of the tropical depression. This southern dust event cannot be seen in the satel-
lite images but could have been masked by the large cirrus shield of the convective system over the Atlantic
on 11 September 2006 (Figure 1d).
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Figure 5. (a, c, e, and g) The aerosol optical thickness (shaded). The black solid line displays the position of the cross section on the right. (b, d, f, and h) The
mineral dust mass concentration in μg m−3, the potential temperature (K) in contours, and the wind in the plane of the cross section. Pressure in the vertical
component. The model run was initialized on 9 September 2006, 12 UTC.
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Mineral dust is transported upwardmainly in the baroclinic zone along the ITD, the baroclinic zone along the
West African coastline, and by convection. These processes are illustrated in the following by selected cross
sections (Figure 5).
A cross section through the region of largest AOT on 11 September at 00 UTC (Figures 5a and 5b) shows that
the dust is lifted upward along the isentropes in the regionwith the strongest potential temperature gradient
due to the warm air of the Saharan heat low to the northeast and the colder air of the maritime region in the
southwest. Isentropic upgliding [Bou Karam et al., 2008] in the baroclinic zone between the maritime and the
Saharan air is indicated at 1300–1600 km (Figure 5b). The isentropic upgliding occurs in the baroclinic zone
along the coast and transports mineral dust up to a height of about 500 hPa; it then descends slightly. At
700 hPa, signiﬁcant amounts of dust are transported across the Atlantic.
Mineral dust is also transported upward by convection, which includes dry convection and nonprecipitating
convection over West Africa andmoist convection over the Atlantic. This is onemechanism for dust transport
into the AEW trough. However, with a resolution of 28 km this model run does not represent convection
accurately as convection is parametrized. Themass concentration of this mineral dust event is relatively small
compared to other dust events in the period analyzed here. The cross section on 12 September at 00 UTC
shows distinct vertical ascent between 16 and 14∘Wwhich transports mineral dust from lower levels upward
(Figures 5c and 5d). This process started a few hours before which is why the dust maximum occurs between
700 and 800 hPa. The cross section shows also that part of the low-level inﬂow into the convective system
exits at around 800 hPa and above. This behavior has been observed previously in a high-resolution model
simulation of an MCS over West Africa by Schwendike and Jones [2010]. Convective cells that were embedded
in an MCS (Figure 1d) are likely responsible for the high vertical velocity in that region and thus the vertical
transport of dust.
The regionof highAOTsover theAtlantic (Figures 5c, 5e, and5g) results from themineral dust thatwas emitted
by the trade wind ﬂow, transported southwestward by the Harmattan, when it reached the coastal baroclinic
zone transported upward (Figures 5a and 5b) and was then transported westward by the AEJ.
The mechanisms for vertical transport of mineral dust along the ITD have been described in detail by Bou
Karam et al. [2008]. The vertical transport of dust for this case study is illustrated in Figures 5e and 5f. On 12
September at 2 UTC, it is apparent that the monsoon ﬂow from the south and the Harmattan from the north
approach each other and advect signiﬁcant amounts of dust. Both ﬂows converge between 22 and 23∘N.
In this region the dust laden air is transported upward. When the dust reaches the height of the AEJ, it is
transported westward.
To illustrate how the dust gets into the AEW trough, we chose a cross section on 12 September at 4 UTC
(Figures 5g and 5h). At the time themonsoon trough was the dominant feature at the West African coast and
the low-level ﬂowmainly came from the southeast. Hence, the coastal baroclinic zonewasmuchweaker than
the one in Figure 5b. Here the center of the monsoon trough is oﬀshore, and the wind in the western part
of the cross section is relatively weak. This region contains already mineral dust that has been advected here
previously by the monsoon trough circulation. The dust is transported upward in the albeit weak baroclinic
zone along the West African coast into the trough of the AEW. The dust reaches up to 700 hPa, and the dust
laden air is distinctly warmer than the environment.
The diurnal cycle of the coastal baroclinic zone alters the vertical transport of dust [e.g., Parker et al., 2005b].
The baroclinic zone, roughly between Cap Blanc and Dakar, develops in the afternoon hours and reaches
maximum strength at around 18 UTC, when the temperature contrast between the cool maritime air and
the hot Saharan air is strongest (not shown). Then the baroclinic zone moves inland and decays in the early
morning hours (around 3 UTC). That means that the temperature gradient is weak or nonexistent where the
maritime ﬂow crosses the coast. Often, this inland movement is associated with the emission and transport
of mineral dust. This is very similar to the behavior of the Atlantic inﬂow described by Grams et al. [2010].
This behavior is, however, altered by the position of the monsoon trough. The coastal baroclinic zone was
weakened when the center of the monsoon trough was located just oﬀshore the West African coast.
The Okubo-Weiss (OW) criterion, which designates ﬂow regimes dominated by rotation, can be used
to distinguish regions of parcel accumulation and parcel dispersion, for instance, highlight regions
where mineral dust is trapped. We calculated the OW criterion following Hua and Klein [1998]: OW = E2 − 𝜁2,
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Figure 6. The Okubov-Weiss criterion (s−2), the horizontal wind speed (arrows, m s−1), and the jet (purple) and trough (black) axes computed using the objective
technique by Berry et al. [2007]. The model run was initialized on 9 September 2006, 12 UTC.
where 𝜁 = 𝜕v∕𝜕x − 𝜕u∕𝜕y is the vertical component of the relative vorticity and E is the rate of strain with
E2 = E2sh + E
2
st . The shearing deformation is given as Esh = 𝜕v∕𝜕x + 𝜕u∕𝜕y, and the stretching deformation is
Est = 𝜕u∕𝜕x − 𝜕v∕𝜕y.
In those regions where the OW criterion is negative, i. e., where the ﬂow is strongly curved and dominated by
rotation, parcels are trapped. Thismeans thatdust particles that reach theAEWtrough remain there. Fromvery
early on in the simulation, parcels in theAEW trough are trapped as theOWcriterion has small negative values
in that area. As convection develops in the AEW trough the negative OW criterion becomes more conﬁned
and intensiﬁes. On 12 September at 4 UTC, when dust is transported upward into the AEW trough and a MCS
occurs in the coastal region south of Dakar, the dust laden air is conﬁned in the AEW trough (Figure 6a). North
andwest of this region of strong negative OW criterion, the criterion changes sign. As the AEWmoves further
west and the tropical depressiondevelops, theOWcriterion is strongly negative in theAEWtrough (Figure 6b).
This is consistent at all levels.
This model simulation shows that the mineral dust is transported in diﬀerent ways. During the whole period,
mineral dust is emitted and transported upward north of the AEJ axis. Once it reached theAEJ it is transported
westward by the AEW. This leads to distinct mineral dust concentrations north and northwest of the tropical
storm. We also showed that dust is transported upward by convection and in the baroclinic zone along the
West African coastline into the AEW trough. Once the dust reaches this position it stays in the trough and is
transported with it.
4. Comparison Between Observations and Model Results
To validate the model results, we mainly used satellite data as West Africa and the eastern Atlantic are data
sparse regions with respect to in situ data. Additional comparisons with satellite data and radiosoundings
from the AMMA campaign can be found in Schwendike [2010]. Note that the satellite products do not provide
a complete spatial and temporal coverage.
The horizontal AOT distribution in the model is similar to the MODIS AOT distribution in the Terra satellite
imagery (Figure 7). High AOTs occur just oﬀ shore theWest African coastline roughly between Dakar and Cap
Blanc on 10 September 2006, as can be seen in both the model run and the observations (Figures 7a and 7b).
On 12 September, the position of a north-south oriented band of dust ahead of the AEW out of which Hur-
ricane Helene developed (12–30∘N) is depicted by the model (Figures 7c and 7d). The band of mineral dust
across Cap Blanc (between 19 and 23∘N) is distinct in the model run as well as in the satellite imagery. The
high AOT values seen in themodel run at around 12–15∘N and 18–23∘Waremasked by clouds in the satellite
product and cannot be veriﬁed. The model results also show that the highest AOTs occur west and south-
west of Cap Blanc as seen in the satellite images. Comparisons between the model results and the AOT
from Modis deep blue on Aqua over land (not shown) revealed that the maxima of the dust concentration
appear to occur in the right places, i.e., in the regions illustrated in Figure 2. The overall dust concentrations,
however, seems to be too low in the northeastern and eastern part of themodel domain. This is due to the fact
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Figure 7. Aerosol optical thickness (AOT) from MODIS on Terra on (a) 10 September and (c) 12 September 2006. These visualizations were produced with the
Giovanni online data system, developed and maintained by the NASA Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Information Services Center (GES DISC). The AOT on
(b) 10 September and (d) 12 September 2006 at 12 UTC, based on the model run initialized on 9 September 2006, 12 UTC.
that the dust concentration is zero in the initial and boundary ﬁelds. Thus, no dust is advected into themodel
domain.Moreover, it is not possible to include all source regions into themodel domain due to computational
restriction.
A comparison of the COSMO-ART run with CALIPSO transects (Figure 8) shows that the vertical extent of the
dust layer is well represented in the model. On 11 September 2006 at 15 UTC, the highest dust concentra-
tions over the Atlantic occur at 600 hPa and in the levels below. The uplifted dust region is distinct in the
model results as well as in the CALIPSO image (Figures 8b and 8c). The high concentrations near the surface
toward the southern end of the cross sectionmight be due to dry andwet deposition ofmineral dust aerosols
as this end is closer to the continent, i.e., the source region, and mainly due to the fact that mineral dust is
advected southwestward over the eastern Atlantic by the monsoon trough. The maximum dust concentra-
tions between the near surface and about 800 hPa are located in the southeastern end of the cross section,
i.e., in the monsoon trough (Figures 3b and 3c).
High dust concentrations between 700 and 800 hPa can be seen in both the CALIPSO transect and the mod-
eled cross section on 12 September at 03 UTC (Figures 8e and 8f). The high low-level concentrations in the
northeastern part of the cross section are also apparent. They occur in the region around Cap Blanc, where
dust concentrations in the order of 3000 μg m−3 are transported over the Atlantic. Due to deep clouds at the
southwestern end of the cross section, the southern low-level dust concentration cannot be validated using
the CALIPSO image.
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Figure 8. (a, d, and g) AOT (shaded) and the horizontal wind speed (m s−1) from the COSMO run initialized on 9 September 2006, 12 UTC. The black and purple
curvy lines denote the AEJ trough and jet axes computed after the method from Berry et al. [2007], respectively. The straight black lines show the position of the
cross section. (b, e, and h) The mass concentration (μg m−3, shaded), potential temperature (3 K contour interval), and wind speed (arrows in m s−1) along the
cross section shown in Figures 8a, 8d, and 8g. (c, f, and i) Vertical damped backscatter coeﬃcient at 532 nm (km−1 sr−1) from CALIPSO. Signal strength is color
coded with blue making weak molecular scatter and very weak scattering on aerosols. Aerosols are shown in yellow, orange, and red. Strong cloud signals are
given in grey and weak cloud signals in red and yellow. The validation time is given at the top of every ﬁgure, and the forecast time is shown in the top right
corner in Figures 8a, 8b, 8d, 8e, 8g, and 8h. The pressure is the vertical coordinate for the cross section.
The model is able to simulate the high dust concentrations that occur on 12 September 2006 at 14 UTC over
land (Figures 8h and 8i) due to strong northerly ﬂow south of the Atlas Mountains and at the ITD and even
the region of much lower concentration between 9 and 8∘E. The uplifted dust that reaches altitudes of about
650 hPa is also simulated. The modeled maximum dust concentration over land (Figure 8h), owing to the
convergence between the Harmattan and the monsoon ﬂow along the ITD, is seen in the satellite image
(Figure 8i). However, the southern maximum in the satellite image is covered by clouds. Dust is present even
above 600 hPa, albeit with low concentrations. The northern maxima in dust concentration can be related to
the Harmattan and the dust source region in the lee of the Atlas Mountains. In general, these comparisons
show a reasonable agreement between model results and observations.
Lidar measurements of the aerosol concentration (Figure 9a) on board the NAMMA DC-8 on 12 September
2006 [Jenkins et al., 2008] along the ﬂight path shown in Figures 9c and 9d, display the same vertical extent
of the dust layer as in the COSMO-ART run (Figure 9b). Thesemeasurements also show relatively highmineral
dust concentrationsnear the surfaceat thenorthernendof the cross section.Additionally, this dust laden layer
is characterized by relatively low speciﬁc humidity values in both the measurements and the model results
(around 3–6 g kg−1; not shown). This indicates that the relatively high dust concentrations in the COSMO-ART
simulations at lower levels (Figure 9b) are not unrealistic.
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Figure 9. (a) NAMMA Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment (LASE) imagery of aerosol scattering between 1200 and 1248 UTC on 12 September 2006. Taken
from Jenkins et al. [2008], their Figure 3. (b) Mineral dust mass concentration (μg m−3) along the same transect as in (a) at 12 UTC (T + 72) based on the model
run initialized on 9 September 2006 at 12 UTC. (c, d) Mineral dust mass concentration (μg m−3) and horizontal wind (m s−1) at 700 hPa and at 975 hPa,
respectively, on 12 September 2006 at 12 UTC (T + 72) based on the model run initialized on 9 September 2006 at 12 UTC.
We extend our analysis of the SAL by investigating themoisture distribution inmore detail. We compared the
vertical integral of cloud water, cloud ice, and water vapor, henceforth total water, with the total precipitable
water (TPW) from satellite data (Figure 10). Dunion [2011] deﬁned mean values of TPW based on a multiyear
composite of tropical North Atlantic soundings. He found that 45mm is a good threshold for identifyingmoist
environments like the moist tropical sounding (55 mm) compared to dry environments like the SAL (40 mm)
andmiddle altitude dry air intrusions (38mm). The distribution of dry air in the TPW satellite images is remark-
ably similar to the total water images based on the COSMO-ART run even at forecast times of 120 h. On 12
September 2006 at 12 UTC the region with total precipitable water smaller than 35 mm north of Cap Blanc
extends to about 18∘N and 30∘W in the both the satellite image and themodel run (Figures 10a and 10b). The
largest values in total water content can be found between about 12 and 18∘N, 21 and 17∘W in both images,
but a region with even higher values in total water occurs southwest of it in the satellite image. During the
next 24 h, the band of dry air extends southwestward, increasing the temperature gradient northwest of the
tropical depression (Figures 10c and 10d). Particularly, dry air is present on 13 September 2006 at 12 UTC
between Cap Blanc and about 30∘Wnorth of 22∘N in themodel data and north of 19∘N in the satellite image.
A second region of very dry air can be foundbetween 15–22∘Nand 42–37∘W.As the storm further intensiﬁes,
a band of high total water values in the southwest and northeast of the storm’s center can be observed in the
satellite andmodel data (Figures 10e and 10f). The convective system associatedwith the high total water has
about the same position in both the simulation and the satellite images. Even after a forecast time of 120 h
(Figures 10e and 10f), the position of the storm, the region of very dry air north of the tropical storm, and the
band of moist air are in accordance in both images.
The mineral dust is very marked to the north and north west of the developing tropical depression between
12 September 2006 and 14 September 2006 (Figure 11). The potential temperature anomalies at 700 hPa
(not shown) are largest north of the convective system and north of the AEW as well as in the ridge
ahead of the AEW in which the pre-Helene system develops. This relatively warm air is also characterized
by low values of speciﬁc humidity (0–6 g kg−1) and high AOTs (Figures 11b, 11d, and 11f). The highest
dust concentrations occur just north of themiddle level circulation center on12 September 2006 (Figure 11b).
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Figure 10. (a, c, e) Total precipitable water (TPW) in mm based on the sensors SSM/I on the DMSP 13/14 satellites and the Advanced Microwave Scanning
Radiometer–EOS sensor on the Aqua satellite are used for the shown image. The black squares over the Cape Verde Islands occur because TPW is not estimated
over ground. Image courtesy of Jason Dunion (HRD/CIMSS). (b, d, f ) The vertical integral of cloud water, cloud ice, and humidity (mm), and the horizontal wind
speed (m s−1) at 700 hPa based on the COSMO-ART run initialized on 9 September 2006, 12 UTC.
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Figure 11. (a, c, e) The Saharan air layer (SAL) based on the diﬀerence between the 12.0 and 10.8 μm infrared channels on the Meteosat-8 satellite. The yellow to
dark red colors illustrate weak to very dry and dusty air between about 600 and 850 hPa. Image courtesy of Jason Dunion (HRD/CIMSS). (b, d, f ) Speciﬁc humidity
(g kg−1, shaded), aerosol optical thickness (contours), and horizontal wind speed (m s−1, arrows) at 700 hPa based on the COSMO-ART run initialized on 9
September 2006, 12 UTC. The red star marks the position of the center of the low-level circulation.
Note that the band with relatively high speciﬁc humidity along about 20.5∘N and between 18–10∘W occurs
in the convergence zone between the Harmattan and the monsoon ﬂow, i.e., the ITD. This region is also char-
acterized by positive relative vorticity and ascent (not shown), which leads to increased humidity at 700 hPa
and the vertical transport of mineral dust.
The satellite imagery (Figures 11a, 11c, and 11e) shows the dry and dust enriched air surrounding the convec-
tive system, particularly in the north-northwest.We cannot assesswhether the regions of dusty airwere in fact
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Figure 12. Proﬁles of (a, b) relative humidity (%), (c, d) the zonal wind (m s−1), and the meridional wind from radiosondes, released in Dakar (17.49∘W, 14.75∘N),
Senegal, at (a, c, e) 9 September 2006, 2235 UTC, and at (b, d, f ) 2232 UTC on 9 September 2006 in Tombouctou (4.1∘W, 21.85∘N), Mali. The radiosounding is
displayed by blue dots and the corresponding model output from the 144 h COSMO forecast initialized at 12 UTC on 9 September 2006 by red dots. The
horizontal bars indicate the standard deviation of the model output in a 0.5∘ × 0.5∘ square centered on the closest grid point.
present but could not be detected in cloudy regions. However, we provide a dynamically valid explanation
for its presence.
The pre-Helene convective systemwas classiﬁed a tropical depression on 12 September at 12 UTC. During the
next 24 h, the system strengthened and the region of high AOTs elongated. The dry and warm air ahead of
the tropical depression extends down to 10∘N as does the dry and possibly dusty air indicated in the satellite
imagery (Figures 11c and 11d). Relatively high dust concentrations are transported across the West African
coast around Cap Blanc as seen in high AOTs in that region and in the dark red region in the corresponding
satellite image. As the system develops, dry and, most likely, wet deposition takes place so that the AOTs
decrease. The simulated AOT in the storm’s center is still higher than in its environment. Bands of relatively
dry and possibly dusty air spiral toward the storm’s center in the south and east of the tropical storm on 14
September 2006 (Figures 11e and11f). During the tropical cyclogenesis, dry airwas always present to thewest
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Figure 13. The same as Figure 12, but the radiosounding in Nouakchott (15.57∘W, 18.6∘N), Mauritania, on (a, c, and e) 9 September 2009, 2234 UTC, and on
(b, d, and f ) 10 September at 1042 UTC.
andnorth of the tropical depression,which is in accordancewith the satellite images in Figure 11. Additionally,
distinct amounts of mineral dust are located in the AEW trough and in the center of the tropical storm.
The orange-red color coded regions in the satellite images (Figures 11a, 11c, and 11e) highlight regions that
are either dry, dust enriched, or both. The AOT distribution in the COSMO-ART run shows that the southern
portion of the “SAL” closest to Helene is both dry and dusty implying the origin over West Africa, the
westernmost portion of orange SAL is also dusty, the portion to the north and intruding southward (north of
18∘N and between about 25 and 40∘W, Figure 11d) is dry but dust-free air, and the region of the developing
tropical storm is dust enriched and relatively moist.
The model representation of moisture and wind ﬁelds is validated using radiosoundings from the AMMA
database. The soundings inDakar andTombouctou (Figure 12) illustrate the conditionsbefore thedust events.
The AEJ is located at about 650 hPa in both stations with values of around −20 m s−1 (Figures 12c and 12d).
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Tombouctou is located north of the jet, and Dakar is located underneath the jet axis in the ridge of the pro-
ceeding AEW. Themeridional wind ismarkedly smaller than the zonal wind, although amaximumoccurs over
Dakar with about 7 m s−1 at 650 hPa (Figure 12e) and of the opposite sign in the middle troposphere over
Tombouctou. Themoisture proﬁles of both stations (Figures 12a and 12b) diﬀer signiﬁcantly. The near-surface
air layer is very moist (80–100% relative humidity) over Dakar due to the maritime inﬂuence. Between about
14 and 19∘Nwesterly ﬂow (Atlantic inﬂow) occurs along theWest African coast line [Grams et al., 2010]. Above
this layer in the lower troposphere the relative humidity decreases with height but increases again at middle
levels. In Tombouctou the lower levels are much drier (40–70% relative humidity) due to the location of the
town at the southern fringes of the Sahara. The middle levels, however, are relatively moist at the height of
the AEJ in the observations (around 80% relative humidity) but not in the model results (around 30% relative
humidity). In the model simulation, Tombouctou is located in a region with a sharp moisture gradient at
600 hPa with dry air to the southeast of the station and much moister air to the northwest. At 950 hPa, the
station is located at the edge of a region with high AOTs and a low-level convergence to the northwest.
The relationbetween thedust event and the lower troposphericmoisture canbe seen in the radiosoundings in
Nouakchott on 9 September at about 23UTC and the sounding 12h later (Figure 13). On 9 September at about
23 UTC the relative humidity in the 900 to 700 hPa layer is between 40 and 60% due to the Atlantic Inﬂow.
Twelve hours later, this region is characterized by dry air (relative humidity between 20 and 30%) and high
AOTs. At about 600 hPa the relative humidity is high (70–80%), probably due to the altocumulus at the top
of the SAL. Strong low-level negative meridional ﬂow (around −14 m s−1) can be observed on 10 September
at about 11 UTC, in contrast to the weaker meridional wind 12 h earlier (around −8 m s−1). The diﬀerences in
the low-level moisture and zonal wind ﬁelds in Nouakchott might be related to a slight misplacement of the
low-level circulation in the model run and the associated moisture ﬁelds.
The comparisons between the COSMO-ART run and satellite images illustrating the atmospheric dust load
and the comparison to radiosoundings show that the model represents the atmospheric conditions well and
that the model run can be used to analyze the transport of mineral dust toward the developing tropical
cyclone Helene.
5. Quantiﬁcation of Dust Transport Using Trajectories
In this section we will discuss the use of trajectory calculations to determine how the dust reaches the storm
from its source regions, where the dust enriched air comes fromandwhere the dry anddust free air northwest
of the tropical storm originates. To determine the paths by which the either dry, dry and dusty, or dusty and
wet air reaches the tropical storm and its vicinity on 13 September 2006 at 15 UTC, we computed trajectories
for diﬀerent regions. For all the following trajectories, we traced back all air parcels within the selected box.
Forward trajectories were calculated to illustrate how the dust is transported after its emission. The forward
trajectories calculated for a box ranging from16 to 23∘N, 14 to 3∘Wand5 and 1500mheight on 11 September
2006 at 12 UTC (box A in Figure 14a) show that the moist monsoon ﬂow, which reaches relatively far north
that day, moves partly toward the northwest at low levels. Due to the increased surface wind mineral dust
is emitted. The dry and dusty air north of 20∘N and west of 10∘W is mainly transported upward near Cap
Blanc to the height of the AEJ and is then transported westward across the Atlantic (Figure 14b). Part of the
near-surface, dusty, andmoistmonsoonﬂowmoveswestwardand is transportedupward into theAEWtrough
in the coastal baroclinic zone. Some of the trajectories show that air parcels are transported upward to about
200 hPa around 16∘W and that this air is relatively moist, dust enriched and probably transported upward by
convectionwhich is consistent with the water vapor satellite imagery of this period. The remaining air parcels
move northeastward at lower levels and ascend at around 30∘N and the Greenwich meridian, lifting dust up
to the tropopause. On 13 September 2006 at around 00 UTC, a convective system can be seen in theMeteosat
water vapor image in this region (not shown).
Backward trajectories were calculated for regions with maximum mineral dust mass concentration in the
northwest (region B, 1500–3000m, in Figure 15a) and northeast (region C, 2000–4000m, in Figure 15a) of the
tropical storm at around 700 hPa. We can see very nicely in Figure 15b, that the air in region B comes mainly
from the AEJ itself which is slightly higher over land than over the ocean due to the weakening of the merid-
ional temperature gradients, and from subsidence in the anticyclone. With relative humidity values below
25% (not shown), the air resulting from subsidence in the subtropical anticyclone is drier than the air that is
transported by AEJ, which shows relative humidity values below 50%. The region north-northwest of box B is
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Figure 14. Forward trajectories starting on 11 September 2006 at 12 UTC and ending on 13 September 2006, 15 UTC.
The horizontal box A in which the trajectories originate ranges from 16 to 23∘N, 14 to 3∘W and extends vertically
between 5 and 1500 m height. (a) The mineral dust mass concentration (μg m−3) and the horizontal wind ﬁeld at
975 hPa on 11 September 2006 at 12 UTC is shown as well as the position of the box for which the trajectories were
calculated. (b) The pressure (hPa) along the trajectories is displayed in color. A total of 9315 trajectories was computed
but only every 50th is displayed. The trajectories are calculated for the model run initialized on 9 September 2006 at 12
UTC. The dashed line indicates the approximate position of the West African coast line.
dry but does not containmineral dust (Figures 11b, 11d, and 11f). Forward and backward trajectories showed
that this dry air is a result of subsidence. Air parcels move anticyclonically around the high pressure system
at about 500 hPa and descent while the anticyclone moves westward. As this relatively moist air descends it
becomes dryer, i.e., the relative humidity decreases. This nondust related dry air enhances the moisture gra-
dient to the northwest of the developing tropical depression. The air in box B also originates from the dry and
dusty north-easterlies and the Harmattan overWest Africa, as well as from themoist and dustymonsoon ﬂow
that was transported upward over land.
The air in the region with high dust concentrations northeast of the storm’s center (region C in Figure 15a),
originates partly from the relatively moist (relative humidity larger than 75%) low-level ﬂow on the eastern
ﬂank of the anticyclone and also from the relatively dry AEJ (relative vorticity below 50%) (Figure 15c). The
trajectories starting in the lower part of box C show that the air in this region originates from the dry and
dusty north-easterlies and the Harmattan, as well as the moist and dusty monsoon ﬂow (Figure 15d). When
the dust laden, dry air originating overWest Africa reaches themonsoon trough, it moves cyclonically around
it, the relative humidity increases, and the air is transported upward in the baroclinic zone along the West
African coast between 10 and 20∘N. The relative humidity of this rising air was relatively high (above 75%). The
remaining part comes from air below about 850 hPa that is transported southwestward by the Harmattan.
Part of this air mass rotated around the monsoon trough and was transported upward when it reached the
coastal baroclinic zone.
Box D was positioned around the tropical depression (Figure 16a) to demonstrate all the pathways that
inﬂuence the tropical depression. The trajectories from this box, which ranges from 50 to 3400 m in height,
highlight the main source regions. At upper levels, the AEJ and the AEW play the most important role
(Figure 16b). Only a relatively small number of trajectories originates from the anticyclone at about 500 hPa.
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Figure 15. Backward trajectories starting on 13 September 2006 at 15 UTC and ending on 9 September 2006, 18 UTC. The trajectories originate from box B
(15–19∘N, 36–32∘W, 1500–3000 m height) and box C (28–23∘W, 14–18∘N, 2000–4000 m height). (a) The mineral dust mass concentration (μg m−3) and the
horizontal wind ﬁeld at 700 hPa on 13 September 2006 at 15 UTC are shown as well as the position of the boxes B and C for which the trajectories were
calculated. (b) The backward trajectories originating in box B. A total of 1365 trajectories was calculated, but only every 30th is displayed. (c) Trajectories
originating in the upper half of box C (3000–4000 m height; a total of 1020 trajectories, but only every 30th is displayed). (d) Trajectories originating in the lower
half of box C (2000–3000 m height; a total of 1023 trajectories, but only every 30th is displayed). The pressure (hPa) along the trajectories is displayed in color.
The trajectories were calculated for the model run initialized on 9 September 2006 at 12 UTC. The dashed line indicates the approximate position of the West
African coast line.
At lower levels, themonsoon ﬂowover the eastern Atlantic, the Harmattan, and the northeasterly tradewinds
along the West African coast (Figure 16c) have the largest contribution to the air in box D. Fewer trajectories
originate in the monsoon ﬂow over land and from the monsoon trough.
The air from the AEJ and the anticyclone is relatively dry. The air from the monsoon ﬂow over land and water
is relatively moist, and the air originating from the low-level anticyclone is not as moist as the monsoon ﬂow,
but still relatively moist. The Harmattan is dry as expected. These trajectories in combination with the dust
distribution previously shown, emphasize that dust is transported by the moist monsoon ﬂow over land,
the dry Harmattan and northeasterly trade winds, the relatively dry (below 50% relative humidity at around
800–600 hPa) AEJ, in the moist monsoon trough and by convection.
With the help of the trajectories we could identify the diﬀerent paths by which the air reached the tropical
cyclone. The results are summarized in a schematic shown in Figure 17. Please keep in mind that all weather
systems shown here (e.g., the AEW, the anticyclone, and themonsoon trough)movewestwardwith time. This
schematic only tries to illustrate where the air masses in and around the tropical storm Helene originate and
by which paths the air reaches the storm.
Air at 500 hPa originating over West Africa moves northwestward and then around the anticyclone north of
20∘N (path 1 in Figure 17). This air and the air from the anticyclone (path 2 in Figure 17) is descending while
moving around the anticyclone. Meanwhile, the relative humidity decreases, which means that the air gets
drier. This particularly aﬀects the regions west of the tropical storm at about 700 hPa. At low levels, air from
the eastern ﬂank of the anticyclone reaches the storm. Parts of that air reach the low-level monsoon trough
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Figure 16. Backward trajectories starting on 13 September 2006 at 15 UTC and ending on 9 September 2006, 18 UTC.
The trajectories originate from box D (9–19∘N, 36–23∘W, 50–4000 m height). (a) The mineral dust mass concentration
(μg m−3) and the horizontal wind ﬁeld at 700 hPa on 13 September 2006 at 15 UTC are shown as well as the position of
the box for which the trajectories were calculated. (b) The trajectories for the upper half of the box (2000–4000 m;
a total of 12,549 trajectories, but only every 50th is displayed) and (c) the lower half of the box (50–2000 m; a total of
18,827 trajectories but only every 50th is displayed). The pressure (hPa) along the trajectories is displayed in color. The
trajectories are calculated for the model run initialized on 9 September 2006 at 12 UTC. The dashed line indicates the
approximate position of the West African coast line.
andmove cyclonically around it (path 7 in Figure 17). When this air reaches the baroclinic zone along theWest
African coast between 20 and 10∘N, it is transported upward, and when it reaches the height of the AEJ, it is
transported westward with it.
Along the West African coast and inland (path 4 in Figure 17) relatively strong north-easterlies occur. They
might partly be enhanced by the presence of the anticyclone and due to orographical eﬀects in the lee of the
Atlas Mountains in the Western Sahara. This air reaches the low-level circulation, rotates cyclonically around
it (along path 7 in Figure 17), and rises upward to the height of the jet when it reaches the baroclinic zone
along the coast. A strong Harmattan can also be found over West Africa (path 5 in Figure 17).
During the period analyzed here, the monsoon ﬂow (path 6 in Figure 17) reaches far north and leads to
the emission of mineral dust. Parts of the dusty air are transported upward into the trough of the AEW
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Figure 17. The source regions of air masses reaching tropical storm Helene (2006) and the pathways this air follows are
shown. Yellow arrows display the path of air masses around about 500 hPa, red arrows around 700 hPa, and blue arrows
display the motion at around 975 hPa. Arrows in shadings of orange depict descent, and ascent is displayed by purple
arrows. The regions from which the air in and around the storm originates are as follows: (1) Air at about 500 hPa over
West Africa in a region of 15–20∘N, 13–20∘W. (2) Air in the anticyclone north of 20∘N at about 500 hPa that descends as
it rotates anticyclonically. (3) Air around the anticyclone at low-levels. (4) Northeasterly trade winds along the West
African coast (likely increased by presence of anticyclone and orographical eﬀects on Atlas Mountains) (5) Harmattan
over the West African continent. (6) The monsoon ﬂow reaching far north over West Africa. (6a) Southeasterly monsoon
ﬂow, which is lifted up in the baroclinic zone along the West African coastline; (6b) southeasterly monsoon ﬂow that is
lifted up to the height of the AEW by convection; (6c) southeasterly monsoon ﬂow that stays at lower levels as it moves
around the monsoon trough; (6d) south-southeasterly monsoon ﬂow that converges with the Harmattan which leads to
ascent of dust. (7) Air in the monsoon trough that moves cyclonically around it. (8) The monsoon ﬂow over the eastern
Atlantic that becomes part of the low-level cyclonic circulation. (9) The AEJ that transports relatively dry air at about
700 hPa westward.
by convection, and the dry and dusty air is transported by the AEW (path 6b in Figure 17). Parts of the remain-
ing air move northward where it convergences with the Harmattan (path 6d in Figure 17). Along the ITD, the
dust enriched air is transported upward and transported westward by the AEJ. Another path of the mon-
soon ﬂow is that it moves northwestward into the cyclonic low-level monsoon trough (path 6c in Figure 17).
The remaining part moves westward at low-levels and ascends when it reaches the baroclinic zone along the
West African coast (path 6a in Figure 17). The lifted air is transported by the AEJ toward the tropical storm.
Additionally, the AEJ itself brings air from central Africa toward the storm (path 9 in Figure 17).
The air originating from either the monsoon ﬂow, the north-easterlies, or the low-level anticyclone that
reaches the low-level circulation, moves cyclonically around it. The air is then transported upward into the
AEW trough and transported toward the stormwhen it reaches the baroclinic zone along the coast (path 7 in
Figure 17). The monsoon ﬂow over the Atlantic (path 8 in Figure 17) enhances the monsoon trough and also
rotates cyclonically around it and is partly transported upward when it reaches the baroclinic zone.
6. Summary and Discussion
The aimof this study is to diagnose the properties of the air inﬂuencing the cyclogenesis and intensity change
of Hurricane Helene (2006) and to describe the transport ofmineral dust from its source regions inWest Africa
toward the developing tropical storm. We consider that a better understanding of the factors that determine
the properties of the air that inﬂuence a developing tropical cyclones is prerequisite for quantifying the inﬂu-
ence of mineral dust on tropical cyclogenesis and intensity change. To do that, we used the model system
COSMO-ART, which computes the emission and transport of mineral dust. The advantage of COSMO-ART in
the conﬁguration used here is that no dust is contained in the boundary and initial conditions which ensures
that all themineral dust in the simulation is emitted over West Africa. The disadvantage is that the simulation
needs to be long enough to allow for the dust to reach the Atlantic and that the dust concentrations are lower
than the observed ones as no dust can be advected into the model domain. With the help of COSMO-ART
we were able to distinguish between dry, dry and dusty, and wet and dusty regions. Several previous studies
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discussed the eﬀect of mineral dust on the development and intensiﬁcation of tropical cyclones. Some stud-
ies [e.g., Shu andWu, 2009] showed that the eﬀect of dust depends on the position of the storm relative to the
dust. With the present study, we show how the mineral dust reaches the developing tropical storm.
Between 9 and 14 September 2006, the main source regions of mineral dust were associated with the strong
monsoon ﬂow, the strong Harmattan or the north-easterly trade winds, the Atlantic inﬂow, increased wind
speed in the lee of the Atlas Mountains, and north and east of the Hoggar.
TheAEWout ofwhichHurricaneHelenedeveloped, the associatedweather systems, themineral dust sources,
and the transport of mineral dust were simulated with COSMO-ART. The model results were compared to
satellite images illustrating, for instance, the AOT, the SAL, and the total precipitable water. The agreement
between the observations and themodel results for the whole simulation period was found to be reasonably
good, justifying the use of the simulation in this study.
We identiﬁed several ways by which the dust laden and dust free air from the diﬀerent source regions
reached the developing tropical stormHelene and its vicinity (Figure 17). Air at 500 hPa originating overWest
Africa moves northwestward and then around the anticyclone located oﬀshore of the northwestern coast of
West Africa. This air is descending while moving around the anticyclone. Meanwhile, the relative humidity
decreases. This leads to dry air at about 700 hPawest and northwest of the tropical depression. This is in accor-
dance to Braun [2010] who points out that the dry air in the subtropical and eastern Atlantic is often a result
of subsidence at the eastern and equatorward side of the Bermuda high-pressure system. However, the anti-
cyclone in our case is on a slightly smaller scale and not the Azores high. At low levels, relatively dry air from
the anticyclone partly reaches the storm andpartlymoves cyclonically around the low-levelmonsoon trough.
When this air reaches the baroclinic zone along the West African coast between 20 and 10∘N, it ascends and
reaches the height of the AEJwhere it is transportedwestward. Strong north-easterlies along theWest African
coast and inland reach the low-level circulation, move cyclonically around it and rise upward to the height of
the AEJ when this air mass reaches the baroclinic zone along the coast.
The relatively strong and moist monsoon ﬂow reaches far north and leads to the emission of mineral dust.
The dust is transported upward into the trough of the AEW by convection and in the coastal baroclinic zone
and is then transported westward. Through these processes, relatively moist and dusty air is transported
into the trough of the AEW. The remaining low-level air moves northward where it convergences with the
Harmattan. Along the ITD, the dust enriched air is transported upward to the height of the AEJ and is then
transported westward north of the jet. Another part of the monsoon ﬂow moves northwestward into the
low-level monsoon trough. Additionally, the AEJ itself brings air from central Africa toward the storm.
Air originating from the monsoon ﬂow, the northeasterly trade winds, or the low-level anticyclone that
reaches the low-level circulation moves cyclonically around it. The air ascends into the AEW trough and is
transported toward the storm when it reaches the baroclinic zone along the coast. The monsoon ﬂow over
the Atlantic enhances the monsoon trough and also rotates cyclonically around it and is transported upward
in the coastal baroclinic zone.
The large amount of mineral dust emitted in the other source regions either reaches the low-level monsoon
trough and is then transported as described above or is transported upward at the baroclinic zone along the
West African coast or at the ITD and is then transported by the AEJ westward. This dry, dusty, and relatively
warm air occurs north of the AEJ.
The trajectories showed that the dry air north and northwest of the tropical storm Helene is indeed partially
a result of subsidence in the anticyclone as previously pointed out by Reale et al. [2009] and Braun [2010].
However, the trajectories also showed that the dry and dusty air that reaches the developing storm is also
transported by the AEJ as described by many other studies [e.g., Dunion and Velden, 2004; Karyampudi and
Pierce, 2002]. Additionally, the dust is transported toward Helene by the monsoon ﬂow and the Harmattan.
We saw that the dust is not only conﬁned to the regions north of the AEJ but that it can be transported into
the AEW trough and into the monsoon trough. The initially dry air becomes moister as it moves around the
monsoon trough andmay even be transported upward to the height of the AEJ where it is transported west-
ward. Hence, the dusty air is not necessary dry, and thus, it is no SAL, but it might still have an impact on
the tropical cyclone’s development. This study shows that when analyzing the impact of mineral dust on the
development of a tropical depression, it is important to investigate how the dust reaches the stormandwhere
the dust occurs relative to the storm, because dust can be present in both dry andmoist regions or dry air can
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be free of dust. A key result from this study is that the route by which dust laden air reaches a tropical cyclone
and its vicinity is much more complex than assumed in previous studies. This leads, among other things, to
dust being present in regions that are relatively moist, especially in the vicinity of the storm’s center.
The main diﬀerence to previous studies [e.g., Dunion and Velden, 2004] is that dust occurs partly in regions
that are relatively moist, especially in the vicinity of the storm’s center. If the air is dry and dust enriched, then
it is likely to suppress convection as pointed out by several other studies. Our study shows that it is the com-
bination between the dry and dusty air, i.e., SAL, [e.g., Dunion and Velden, 2004; Karyampudi and Pierce, 2002],
the dry but dust free air resulting from subsidence in the anticyclone [Braun, 2010], and the dust enriched but
relativelymoistmonsoon ﬂow [e.g.,Marshamet al., 2008] that needs to be taken into account when analyzing
the eﬀect of dust and dry air on tropical cyclogenesis.
The eﬀect of dust on the tropical cyclogenesis is assumed to dependon the intensity of the dust event, i.e., the
mineral dust mass concentrations [e.g., Reale et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2007]. The dust concentrations for the
Helene case were relatively low compared to other mineral dust events in West Africa [e.g., Slingo et al., 2006;
Stanelle, 2008; Bou Karam et al., 2009a, 2009b; Flamant et al., 2009]. The inﬂuence of mineral dust on tropical
cyclogenesis of Hurricane Helene remains to be investigated.
Future work needs to include convection-permitting simulations in order to more realistically represent the
cyclogenesis of Hurricane Helene and to investigate the eﬀect of dust on the tropical storm. Moreover, fur-
ther studies are needed to investigate the eﬀect of mineral dust on the dynamics that led to the tropical
cyclogenesis and the dynamics of the tropical cyclone. Such studies could include the calculation of poten-
tial temperature and potential vorticity budgets. The dust can inﬂuence the formation of clouds and should
therefore be included in the model cloud microphysics, and the interaction between cloud processes and
dust needs to be investigated. Additionally, future studies need to include the eﬀect of wet deposition.
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